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Q.1 On the basis of the chapter ‘Markets Around Us’,  identify one weekly 

based market set up in your locality and write down the characteristic 

features, advantages and disadvantages of this type of market in your 

civics notebook and also paste the photographs of the market.  

Q.2 On the basis of the chapter ‘A Shirt in the Market ’,  describe the 

journey of a ‘sari’ in the market starting from the initial stages of 

production till reaching the hands of a customer. The following 

parameters should be included: - 

A. Collection of raw materials and initial processing in the factory. 

B. Conversion of the raw material into a processed sheet of cloth/thread.  

C. Purchasing the sheet of cloth and the further process carried out in the 

textile unit to convert it into a Sari.  

D. The rotation of Sari from the manufacturer/producer thro ugh different 

chains of the market.  

*NOTE: 

1. Solve the above given questions in a coloured A4 sized sheet.  

2. Date of Submission: - 30.10.2019(Wednesday) 

3. Learn the syllabus completed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PRACTICE WORKSHEET 

Ch-7- Tribes, Nomads and Settled Communities  

Q.1 Fill in the blanks: - 

1. According to the Indian orthodox Hinduism the society was divided into 

the rules of ____________.  

2. The societies that did not follow the rules and rituals as prescribed by 

the Brahmanas were divided into unequal classes called as 

_____________. 

3. Many tribes obtained their livelihood from ________________.  

4. The tribal people preserved rich customs and ___________________.  

5. ______________________ moved over long distances with their 

animals. 

6. The _______________ were the most important tr ader-nomads. 

7. ______________________ and __________________ took the help of 

banjaras during their rule to transport grain to the city markets.  

8. The Gonds practised _____________________.  

9. As the social change took place the _________________________ and 

the ___________ constantly interacted with each other.  

10. The Ahoms were depended upon _______________.  

 

Q.2 Answer the following:- 

1. How did the Banjaras help the economy during the ancient times?  

2. Explain the characteristic features of the Gond society.  

3. Explain the characteristic features of the Ahom society.  

4. Find out the names of a few tribal groups and the areas they live in the 

present-day society in India. 


